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Introductions
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What will we learn today?
• How to close the communication gap

between Business and IT within your 
organization

• How to develop a lexicon that enables Business 
and IT to communicate effectively

• Provide Business Stakeholders with strategies 
for separating rules from processes to support 
Rules Independence

• Discuss best practices and an approach for 
developing a domain model using a canonical 
vocabulary derived from the Concept Model



Knowledge Management

“Knowledge Management is the process of capturing, 
distributing, and effectively using knowledge”1

1 Source: Koenig, M.E.D. (2012). What is KM? Knowledge Management Explained,  http://www.kmworld.com/
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Digital Transformation

Customer 
Understanding

● Specific 
Geographies

● Market Segments
● Lifestyle and 

Consumer 
Behaviors

Customer Touch 
Points

● Multiple Communication 
Channels

● Integration across 
internal and external 
processes

● Interacting with 
customers in the 
channel they desire 
using their preferred 
device

Process 
Digitization

● Automated Banking 
Operations

● Airline Reservation, 
Ticketing, and 
Boarding Passes

● Seamless transactions 
across multiple trading 
partners

1Source: Westerman, G., & Bonnet, D., & McAfee, A. (2014). The Nine Elements of Digital Transformation.  MIT Sloan. 

“The use of technology to radically improve performance 
or reach of enterprises…  to change customer relationships,
internal processes and value propositions”1
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Three Pillars of Digital Transformation

Knowledge 
Management

Infrastructure 
Management

● CI/CD
● Repeatable provisioning
● Self-service
● Governance
● On-Premise / Hybrid / Cloud

API 
Management

● Microservices
● 3rd Party / Internal
● Security
● Monetization
● Death Star 

Architectures

● Rules / Decision
● Business Processes
● Predictive Analytics
● Machine Learning
● Unprecedented amounts 

of data

“Knowledge Management is a discipline that promotes an 
integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, 
retrieving, and sharing all of an enterprise's information assets.
These assets may include databases, documents, policies, 
procedures, and previously un-captured expertise and experience in 
individual workers.”1

1 Source: Koenig, M.E.D. (2012). What is KM? Knowledge Management Explained,  http://www.kmworld.com/
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Building a Bridge between Business and IT

Closing the communication 
Gap has some challenges

• The challenges we expect to encounter by implementing 
Business Rules Management Technologies are:

– Lack of a Shared Vocabulary
– Different understanding and perspective of the problem
– Different goals and objectives
– Lack of visibility across the entire business
– Distrust by the Business that IT will deliver on their objectives 
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What the business envisioned

…and what IT delivered...

Expectations vs. Outcomes

Business and IT 
stakeholders require 
new processes and 
models that ”bridge” the 
communication gap.
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Introducing the Knowledge-Based Lifecycle

A Knowledge-Based System (KBS) focuses on systems 
that use knowledge-based techniques to support human 
decision-making, learning and action1

Knowledge-Based IT (KB-IT) is the application of KBS 
techniques aligning Business and IT
• Design process
• Models and methods
• Software tools
• Decision-support mechanisms 
• Digital representation, and 
• System architectures

1Source: Fujita, H., & Lu, J. (2012). Knowledge-based Systems, Volume(31), pp. 1-211. 

Knowledge-Based 
Lifecycle
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What is Knowledge-Based IT (KB-IT)?

IT Solution where Knowledge is a first class citizen
– Business Rules and Process boundaries are clearly defined
– Business Goals drive the solution, not the Technology 

restrictions

Accommodate Change quickly without being impeded by 
Technology limitations

– The process Knowledge definition and Concept Model should 
outlive any technical implementation

– Decouple the Concept Model and rule definitions from the 
underlying Technology implementation to create business 
agility
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Business Process “outlives” Technology

The airline industry has been changing the 
way they interact with customers and partners 
through the use of technology to streamline 
operations across the enterprise
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Business Process “outlives” Technology

The banking industry has shifted from traditional
“brick and mortar” buildings to highly interactive, 
convenient, personalized, and secure services to 
interact with new customer channels and touchpoints
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Knowledge-Based Lifecycle

Concept Model

Domain Model

Rules 
Implementation

● Shared Business 
Vocabulary

● Organizational 
Concept of 
Operations

● Defined Processes 
and Workflows

● Business Key 
Performance 
Indicators (KPIs)

360 Degree 
Feedback Loop

● Rule Lifecycle and Version Control
● Business Centric Services

● Multiple Domain Models
● Decompose Problem to 

Manageable Models
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Concept Model - Shared Business Vocabulary

“Having a well defined and consistent set of business 
vocabulary is essential for sound business 
rules. Clear business 
vocabulary should 
be the first step to 
all requirements.”1

Image Source: http://architecture.31bio.org/information-architecture-concept-model/

1 Source: BRS, (2017) Organizing Business Vocabulary. Website: http://www.brsolutions.com/services/organizing-vocabulary/ 

Concept Model Outputs

● Defined Processes and 
Workflows

● Business Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs)
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Importance of the Domain Model

• Builds a Model-based Business
“continuous business improvement in an agile operating model”

• Provides for the Governance and oversight of changes
• Reduces Organizational “Tribal Knowledge”
• Establishes the foundation for business rules development
• Creates simple communications by describing, in plain 

English, a vocabulary understood by all stakeholders

Concept 
Model
(Business)

Domain                 
Model
(IT)

Consistency
& 

Balance
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Why is there a disconnect?

• Stakeholders may have a different 
view of the “facts” and how things 
“connect” together

• Business logic is often 
implemented as “code” between
technologies (e.g. User Interface, Database, etc.)

• Domain model typically overlaps with the Technology 
implementation, which needs to be separated and 
decoupled

• Traditional Technology solutions tend to be implemented as 
“point” solutions that are cryptic, duplicated, and buried 
within code

• Lack of a well defined vocabulary
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Consistent and Repeatable Approach

Both IT and Business Need Coordinated Disciplines

1.Take an inventory and build consensus of the “As-Is”
problems and targeted “To-Be” solutions

2.Get Commitment! 
3.Unify Stakeholders through a common vocabulary
4.Decompose the problem appropriately into understandable 

models
5.Build with quick iterations
6.Continually monitor, adapt and improve

Discipline at each step pays off in both the short- and long-term!
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 1: Take an Inventory – Business Side
Does the problem lend itself to using Knowledge Based IT 
by exhibiting inherent complexity of the business logic:

• Problem is by nature highly conditional (e.g., many 
permutations of inputs)

• Problem requires a high-level of Subject Matter 
Expertise (SME)

• “Maturity” of problem definition (i.e., is this still being 
figured out)
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 1: Take an Inventory – Business Side
Does the problem lend itself to using Knowledge Based IT by 
requiring 

visibility:
• Need for insight into execution (e.g., why did we get X 

answer with Y inputs)
• Need for all interested stakeholders to understand 

implementation
consistency:
• Need for problem to be well understood by all stakeholders
• Concept Model exists and is agreed upon by all 

stakeholders
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 1: Take an Inventory – Business Side
Does the problem lend itself to using Knowledge Based IT 
by requiring agility:

• Business logic changes unpredictably (i.e., “off-cycle” 
changes required)

• Business logic changes need to be made quickly
• Current implementation is “fragile” (i.e., changes cannot 

be made with confidence)
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 2: Get Commitment
Need all stakeholders to make a sincere commitment to 
improve:

• The more management buy-in, the more hope of project success
– Time-boxed modernization effort (typically 3 to 5 years)
– Appetite to continue support of center of excellence beyond 

inception
• Need influential champions on both Business and IT side

– IT left alone will mangle Knowledge IT to look like traditional IT
– Business left alone will make sweeping changes without bound
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 3: Unify Stakeholders
All stakeholders must be able to communicate effectively:
• Common Vocabulary

– Non-ambiguous, understood by all
– Understood, or in a central reference
– Composes the “Concept Model”

• Business Rules succinctly defined in near human 
language

– Not necessarily executable
– Closest to real language the better, but avoiding 

ambiguity
• High-level “happy path” processes modeled visually
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 4: Plan IT Implementation
Build systems that effectively separate the plumbing from 
Knowledge:
• Select frameworks that support declarative logic 

– Business Rules Management Systems (BRMS) 
that can model and execute logic in near natural 
language formats

• Make sure they support multiple concurrent versions of 
decisions

• Consider small, precise tools rather than all-in-one 
solutions

– Wrap interactions in business-centric APIs
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 4: Plan IT Implementation
Decompose the solution in appropriate layers:

• BPM projects for instance, are best conceptualized in a 
tiered approach:

– Idealistic (non-executable) Process Definition
– Complete (executable) Process Implementation
– Enterprise Integration Management (EIM) Layer
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 4: Plan IT Implementation
Decompose the components of the solution in appropriate 
size:

• Current buzzword is “microservices”
• Making a concerted effort to avoid monolithic solutions
• Sized to swap out components without disrupting others
• Can be harder to get this right than you may think!
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 5: Iterate Quickly
Build as quickly as possible, with many feedback loops:
• Choose Agile software development methodology

– Time boxed iterations to several weeks
– Show and tell at the end of every iteration

• Create throw-away User Interfaces that illustrate the intent
• These spark buy-in and feedback
• Often become part of the more permanent solution
• Achieved through exposing the complexity through a 

business centric interface that can be mocked before fully 
implemented
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Best Practices From the Field

Step 6: Monitor, Adapt and Improve
Build the system so that it exposes the important details:
• Processes must be defined in terms of Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs)
– Select frameworks that expose these metrics
– Make dashboards so they can be continually monitored

• Rules should be auditable from a business perspective
– Must explain why a particular decision was made
– Simulation environment comparing results of 2 different 

versions of the rule set is invaluable in enabling business 
to have the confidence to continually improve the rules
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Where to Start?

• Nouns of the Business Rules
• Provides for more “english-like” 

expressions
• Expressed in business terms for 

greater readability
• Is designed for Business People
• Makes it easier to maintain rules over 

time
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“A business Rule is easily-understood and described 
in a highly-granular expression that can be 
independently re-used and modified”1

Nouns provide the foundation upon which all
business rules are built

Business-Rule Example: 
A patient must be older than 25

1Source: Ross, G Ronald. (2013). Business Rules Concepts, pg. 105. 

Identify the Nouns of the Business Rules

Patient (noun)

age:Numeric
birthDate: Date

pitfall: IT tends to 
be generic in the 
model description

noun granular 
expression attribute
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Domain Model – Medical Organization Standard of Care

Best Practice
Leverage Industry 

Standards
• Provides a 

comprehensive 
framework and related 
standards for the 
exchange, integration, 
and sharing of 
information

• HL7 - Concept Model
• FHIR - Domain Model 

Serves as the foundation 
for implementation of 
business rules
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Basic Rule anatomy

• Left Hand Side (LHS) is a common name for the 
conditional part of the rule

• It consists of zero or more Conditional Elements
• Conditional Elements work on one or more patterns
• Make use of an Declarative Language
• Right Hand Side (RHS) is a common name for the 

consequence/action of the rule
rule "validate holiday" (NAME)

when (LHS)
Holiday( month == "july", day == 4 )

then (RHS)
sendNotification("Independence Day");

end

Then - Action occurs when activated

When - Condition that activates rule
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How Rules are expressed

• Declaratively rather than procedurally (imperatively)
• Higher level “declarative” language
• Rules are reasonably understandable to all interested 

stakeholders
• Although initial Rules configuration relies on development 

staff, analysts should understand and feasibly make tweaks 
and follow defined patterns

• It is all about the what and not the how
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Rule Independence - Atomic Conditions 

• Rules should be atomic - one evaluation at a time
"when this, then do this"
not
"when this, do this, unless xyz, then do this..."

• It is bad practice to use if/then/else 
(imperative and/or conditional code) 
statements in RHS

• If you need if/then/else you 
should be breaking that 
rule down into multiple rules

rule "validate holiday" (NAME)

when (LHS)
Holiday( month == "july", day == 4 )

then (RHS)
sendNotification("Independence Day");

end
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Declarative vs. imperative programming

Imperative = using 
algorithms to solve a 

problem in a specific set of 
steps

For example Java or C++

Can anyone name 
another declarative 

programming language?

Can you name any?
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Domain Model – An Interlude

Pseudo-Rule: An axle must have a length greater than 25

“Generic” Component Model

when $c : Element ( Id == 15, integerValue > 25 )
then 
…

“Specific” Component Model

when $a : Axle ( length > 25 )
then 
…
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Let’s work through an Example together

Business Rules (Railway Validation Rules):
• An Axle condition must be either ‘New’ or ‘Reconditioned’
• A Wheel condition must be either ‘New’ or ‘Reconditioned’
• A Wheel’s stamped class must be ‘A’
• An Axle must have a nominal diameter of 28 or 29

Note: Every wheelset includes 
an axle and two wheels
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Let’s work through an Example together

Domain Model

Wheel
stampedClass:String

Axle
nominalLength:String

Component
condition:String

Wheelset
axle:Axle
wheel:Wheel
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Let’s work through an Example together

Technical Rules (Railway Validation Rules):
• Keep in mind validation rules should check for the opposite 

of acceptable

rule "validate wheel" (NAME)

when (LHS)
Wheel( stampedClass != "A" ||

condition in ("New", "Reconditioned") )

then (RHS)
createValidationMsg("Invalid Wheel");

end

rule "validate axle" (NAME)

when (LHS)
Axle( nominalLength not in ("28", "29") ||

condition not in ("New", "Reconditioned") )

then (RHS)
createValidationMsg("Invalid Axle");

end
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Summary

Build the system for visibility, consistency and agility at 
each stage:

• Design
– common vocabulary and formal definition

• Implementation
– understandable from non-technical individuals
– enables ability to change quickly

• Execution
– can determine how an outcome was determined

• Improvement
– necessary metrics are exposed to drive change



Business Rule Management Systems
“Business Rule Management System (BRMS) enables organizational 
policies, and the operational decisions associated with those policies,
to be defined, deployed, monitored and maintained separately from core 
application code”
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Not tied to a specific Technology Solution

But a specific “type” of technology solution
– Business Process Management (BPM) Products
– Business Rules Management Systems (BRMS) Products

Tools must support the ability to be Declarative in nature, 
not the typical Imperative coding styles
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Business Processes and Rules

• A business process is an activity or set 
of activities that will accomplish a specific 
organizational goal

• A business rule management system 
(BRMS) enables organizational policies, 
and the operational decisions associated 
with those policies, to be defined, 
deployed, monitored and maintained 
separately from core application code
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Value of BPM and Rules Technology

• Unlock Rules from underlying 
technology

• Enforce business processes and 
rules consistently

• Ensure compliance to 
organizational and regulatory 
requirements

• Gain visibility into business operations
• Enable decision management in real-time through algorithmic 

approaches
• Eliminate the business risks associated with “Adverse 

Selection”
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Business Rules Management System

Tools for 
business 
experts

Tools for 
developers Rules 

Engine

RULES

Client Apps

Business Rules 
Management System
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Rule authoring - guided editor

Tools for 
business 
experts

Tools for 
developers Rule 

Engine

RULE
S Client Apps
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Decision tables

Tools for 
business 
experts

Tools for 
developers Rule 

Engine

RULES

Client Apps
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Technical Rules - for developers

Tools for 
business 
experts

Tools for 
developers Rule 

Engine

RULE
S
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Data modeling

Tools for 
business 
experts

Tools for 
developers Rule 

Engine

RULE
S

Client Apps
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Joe Dickman
Vizuri

joe.dickman@vizuri.com

Ben-Johan van der Walt
Vizuri

bvanderwalt@vizuri.com

Thank You


